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Abstract
The direct images of a wide class of vector bundles over general blowups of the projective
plane are characterized. Direct images are taken under a rational bration map to the projective
line. These direct images are then direct sums of line bundles, and their cohomology is isomorphic
to that of the original bundles. Explicit bounds for the degrees of the component line bundles
as well as complete computations are obtained. It is also shown how the datum of the second
dierence of a suitable arithmetic function determines a direct image. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 14J26; 14F05; secondary 14C20; 14D99
1. Introduction
In this paper, a new technique is developed to study the cohomology of torsion free
sheaves and especially line bundles on Xr , a general blowup of the projective plane
at r distinct points. The main idea is to ber such a surface over the projective line
via a morphism coming from the rational pencil of lines through one of the blown up
points (to be indexed by i0), say  :Xr!P1k , and take direct images with respect to
this bration map. Any line bundle on Xr can be written as OXr (dH − m1E1 −    −
mrEr)=:Ld;m, where m represents the vector of multiplicities (m1; : : : ; mr). I proceed
to formulate the denition of the class of coherent modules to which my results will
apply.
Denition 1. Let E be the class of coherent torsion-free OX r -modules dened as follows:
E 2 E if E admits an increasing ltration 0=E0E1E2    EN−1EN=E
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where each successive quotient Ej=Ej−1 =:Lj is a line bundle Ld;m satisfying the
following hypotheses: for all i one has mi − 1 and for all i 6= i0 (where i0 is a xed
index among the i’s) the inequality dmi + mi0 holds.
The main structural result is:
Theorem 1. For an OX r -module E 2 E one has
H(Xr;E) = H(P1k ; E):
Furthermore; E is locally free and totally split; i.e.; E =
LR
k=1 OP1 (ak). In
particular;
h0(Xr;E)=
RX
k=1
max(ak + 1; 0):
The proof is achieved through a series of lemmas and is essentially a generalization
of the case in which E is a line bundle Ld;m. It will also be clear that the total splitting
E =
LR
k=1 OP1 (ak) is a salient feature of the bration  which allows to reduce the
computation of cohomology on Xr to a computation of degrees on P1k . We will assume
the ak are ordered increasingly.
Using another geometric idea, we can prove the following upper bounds for these
degrees:
Theorem 2. For direct images Ld;m =
LR
k=1 OP1 (ak) of sheaves Ld;m 2 E;
ak  k + mi0 − 1:
I obtain a complete description of direct images of line bundles on X2; which serves
as a \toy model" in that it illustrates several of the expected features of the general
case. Furthermore; these computations suggest a general way to proceed: the direct
image of a torsion free OX r -module with vanishing rst direct image is reduced to the
datum of the second dierence of an arithmetic function dened in terms of the sheaf.
Theorem 3. On a general Xr; for an OX r -module E2E dene
E(a) = (a) := h0(Xr;E(aF))− h0(Xr;E((a− 1)F));
where F is the generic ber of the bration  and (2)E (a)= 
(2)(a) := (a)−(a−1).
Then
E =
M
a2Z
OP1 (−a)
(2)(a):
Such arithmetic functions can be computed on a wider class of Xr’s { on Del Pezzo
surfaces, for example. Also, using this approach, I obtain explicit computation of direct
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images of line bundles with all multiplicities mi equal to 1. Hence, my computations
cover the two extreme cases of line bundles on Xr with small r and arbitrary multi-
plicities mi as well as line bundles with the smallest non-trivial multiplicities on an
arbitrary Xr .
The paper concludes illustrating some of the features of direct images one expects
in the general case and mentioning future directions of research.
Besides being interesting per se, computations of these direct images would solve
the long standing problem of calculating the dimension of incomplete linear systems
of planar curves, as formulated in a conjecture of Harbourne and Hirschowitz’s [11,
15]. In fact, Hirschowitz’s conjecture was my main motivation to study direct images.
In [2] the author rst developed the techniques presented below to apply them to the
proof of several vanishing theorems that constitute partial proofs of the conjecture. This
direction of research is being further pursued in [1], of which the present note lays the
technical foundations.
2. Geometric preliminaries
Let Xr be a general rational surface, 1 that is, Xr has a structure of an ordered
blowup of the projective plane P2k (over an algebraically closed eld k of arbitrary
characteristic) at general (closed geometric) points p1; p2; : : : ; pr . For most of my ob-
jectives, the condition of linear general position (the points are distinct and no three
among them are collinear) will be sucient. The corresponding blowups will be called
linearly general rational surfaces. With the exception of Theorem 4, all of the results
hold for the latter, larger class. However, the conjectural expectation that links direct
images to the cohomology of line bundles on Xr or, in other words, the expected \gene-
ral direct image" makes sense only if one assumes topological generality (i.e., there
exists some open subset of the parameter space of ordered blowups over which line
bundles have natural cohomology; cf. [14, 15]).
Let us pick one of the points pi, say pi0 . Then one can dene a projection from
this point to a line not passing through any of the other points. Hence, we obtain a
rational map ^i0 :P2k7P1k . If we blow up pi0 , ^i0 becomes a morphism. If we blow up
all of the other points pi (i 6= i0), we obtain a proper and at morphism
i0 :Xr!P1k
which endows Xr with quite a simple rational bration structure. Indeed, the generic
ber of such morphism is isomorphic to a projective line, and the r − 1 degenerate
bers are couples of lines intersecting transversally.
1 This denition mimics Hirschowitz’s denition of generic rational surface (cf. [14]), which can be regarded
as the generic ber of the universal family of ordered blowups of P2k . I had initially (cf. [2]) abused
Hirschowitz’s denition to include this case, but later agreed with several reviewers that this could gene-
rate confusion with the conventional scheme theoretical notion of generic that is part of Hirschowitz’s
denition.
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The goal of this note is to study direct images of vector bundles, and in particular
line bundles, under these morphisms. (I conform to the traditional abuse of terminology
that identies vector bundles with the locally free sheaves of their sections.) Unless
otherwise assumed, by sheaf over a scheme (usually an algebraic surface) X I mean
a coherent sheaf of OX -modules.
Let  :Xr!P2k be the blowing-up map. I will denote with H a divisor on Xr such
that OP2 (1) = OX r (H) while Ei will stand for the (−1)-curve −1(pi), so that the
curves E1; : : : ; Er determine . The Picard group of Xr is torsion free and is (non-
canonically) isomorphic to
Pic(Xr) = Z:[H ]
rM
i=1
Z:[Ei]:
The degree to which the Picard lattice can be expressed in dierent bases is re-
ected in the dierent ordered blowup structures of Xr . The datum of such structure
is equivalent to the datum of a suitable basis of Pic(Xr), an exceptional conguration
in Harbourne’s terminology. One can pass from one conguration to another via the
action of a Weyl group W dened in terms of a root system associated to the initial
conguration f[H ]; [E1]; : : : ; [Er]g (cf. [9]).
Any line bundle (invertible sheaf) L on Xr can be expressed as
L = OXr (dH − m1E1 −    − mrEr)
for an appropriate choice of the integers d;m1; m2; : : : ; mr , which we can view as \Picard
coordinates".
We will write
Ld;m :=OXr (dH − m1E1 −    − mrEr);
where m represents the vector of multiplicities (m1; : : : ; mr).
We will often drop the index i0 in the morphism i0 , unless this could
generate confusion. F will denote the generic ber of , so that F H − Ei0 . On
the other hand, note that if qi := ^i0 (pi)2P1k (for i 6= i0), the degenerate bers are
exactly the r−1 bers −1i0 (qi). Intersection products of divisors or divisor classes will
be denoted by lower dots as in c1(Ld;m):F =d− mi0 , while the usual \squaring" no-
tation will stand for self-intersections as in F2 = 0. I will reserve the calligraphic type
to sheaves and use Roman fonts for divisors. Accordingly, KXr and KX r will denote,
respectively, a canonical divisor and the canonical bundle of Xr . Finally, I will say
that a line bundle L is regular if its rst cohomology group vanishes and (follow-
ing Hirschowitz) that it has natural cohomology if at most one cohomology group is
non-trivial.
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3. Local freeness of direct images
The main tool we will be using here is standard: Cohomology and Base Change (cf.,
e.g., [18, p. 50] or [13, III.12]) and, in particular, the characterization of local freeness
of direct images due to Grauert in the analytic category. Owing to those theorems we
can establish the vanishing and local freeness of these direct images by verifying that
the dimension of the cohomology on the bers is constant. We proceed to prove the
vanishing of the rst direct image, which, as it will soon be clear, is foundational for
my purposes.
Lemma 1. Assume that for all i one has mi−1 and for all i 6= i0 the inequality
dmi + mi0 holds; then
R1Ld;m=0:
Proof. Because the generic ber F = P1k is linearly equivalent to H − Ei0 we have
h1(F;Ld;m)= h1(P1k ;OP1 (d− mi0 ))= 0:
Since the degenerate bers Fi consist of the strict transform of the line Li through the
point pi0 and pi and the exceptional curve coming from pi, FiH −Ei−Ei0 +EiF .
To study the cohomology over such ber, we use the decomposition sequence of Fi =
Li + Ei tensored with the bundle Ld;m:
0!Ld;m ⊗ OX r (−Ei)jLi !Ld;mjFi !Ld;mjEi ! 0:
Its cohomology exact sequence gives
H 1(Li;Ld;m ⊗ OX r (−Ei)jLi)!H 1(Fi;Ld;mjFi)!H 1(Ei;Ld;mjEi);
and this gives the vanishing of the middle term because
h1(Ei;Ld;mjEi)= h1(P1k ;OP1 (mi))= 0
and h1(Li;Ld;m ⊗ OX r (−Ei)jLi)= h1(P1k ;OP1 (d−mi −mi0 − 1)) = 0 by the hypothesis.
Finally, one concludes the proof using the algebraic version of Grauert’s
theorem.
Remark 1. One could consider direct images with respect to more general brations
over P1k . However, as remarked by Harbourne, rational base point free pencils asso-
ciated to divisors F (not necessarily the above F H − Ei0 | the notation indicates
that the generic ber will be this more general F) on Xr are essentially covered by
this theorem as well as the remaining results. Indeed, one can easily transform each
such pencil to one of the form jH − Ei0 j by making a suitable change of generators
in the Picard lattice via the action of the Weyl group (cf. [9]). Since the Weyl group
preserves intersection products, the hypotheses of the theorem will be also preserved
for nef line bundles. Therefore, all of my results holds for nef line bundles regardless
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of the rational bration. As an example, consider the pencil of conics through four
general points, F  2H − Ei1 − Ei2 − Ei3 − Ei4 which gives rise to a conic bundle (the
generic ber being a smooth conic, hence isomorphic to P1k ). The reection in the
Weyl group corresponding to the root [H − E1 − E2 − E3] composed with a suitable
number of permutations (corresponding to [Ei−Ei+1]) carries the class [F] to [H−Ei0 ]
for any initial choice of i0. One could also consider non-rational pencils, like the linear
system of cubics through eight general points and a ninth determined by the others
(Cayley{Bacharach condition), F  3H−Ei1−  −Ei9 , where 1 ik  r, which gives an
elliptic bration on a special Xr . In this generality it will be harder to control singular
bers and obtain vanishing of higher direct images. However, as in the above proof,
R1FLd;m will be a torsion sheaf as soon as h1(F;Ld;mjF)= 0, which is the case if
(using generalized adjunction and duality for curves on surfaces) KXr :F<c1(Ld;m):F .
Remark 2. In a dierent direction, we can consider brations associated to F H−Ei0
when we specialize Xr . The singular bers will also be normal crossings of projective
lines and cohomology can still be computed using their decomposition sequence.
For example, we can extend Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 below to the case of
brations  in which triples of points in P2k are possibly collinear. There will be no
problem if pi0 is not in such a triple (in truth, even if we specialize all the other points
to a line, the previous proofs still carry through). As soon as the point pi0 is collinear
with two others, degenerate bers comprising three transversally intersecting lines will
arise (as many as the couples of points determining a line that contains pi0 ). For the
rst direct image to vanish, we should assume the slightly stronger condition on Ld;m
dmi0 + mi + mj
for all the multiplicities mi; mj corresponding to couple of points collinear with (and
dierent from) pi0 . This condition is very similar (slightly weaker) to one of the
possible hypotheses of Harbourne and Hirschowitz conjecture [15, Conjecture, p. 211].
Obviously, by assuming stronger numerical conditions on the bundles Ld;m we could
allow further specializations.
The above result can be now naturally generalized to higher rank.
Corollary 1. If E2E; then
R1E=0:
Proof. We can proceed by induction on the rank N = rk(E). The rank 1 case is trivial
(the rank 2 case, follows easily from Lemma 1). Suppose N>2 and E is endowed
with the ltration of the denition. Then, the short exact sequence
0!EN−1!E!LN ! 0;
gives, using the exactness properties of direct images as derived functors,
R1EN−1!R1E!R1LN ! 0:
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By inductive hypothesis and the denition we can assume both side terms vanish,
which concludes the proof.
On a dierent tack, it is not dicult to show the 0th direct images have a particularly
simple structure.
Proposition 1. For any torsion free coherent sheaf E on Xr there exist integers
a1 a2     aR such that
E =
RM
k=1
OP1 (ak);
where; if h1(EjF)= 0; R= c1(E):F + rk(E) (the equality holds for sheaves in E; and
in particular; for line bundles R=d− mi0 + 1).
Proof. The singularity locus of a torsion free sheaf on a non-singular variety must
have codimension at least two (cf., e.g., [20, Corollary, p. 148]). It follows that on
a P1k any torsion free sheaf is a vector bundle. Furthermore, it is well known that
vector bundles on the projective line are totally split, i.e. direct sums of line bundles
(cf. [6]) 2 . Then, since F = P1k , one can set EjF =
LN
k=1 OF(bk), where N := rk(E)
and the bk are suitable integers.
If h1(F;EjF) = 0 all bk are no less than −1, and one sees immediately that
h0(F;EjF)= rk(E) +
NX
k=1
bk :
The right-hand side is equal to R because we can identify
PN
k=1 bk with c1(EjF)=
c1(E):F owing to the properties of Chern classes. From Grauert theorem it follows
that R is the generic rank of E. Notice that the direct image of a torsion free
OX r -module must be torsion free. Applying again the above-mentioned result on the
singularity locus of torsion free sheaves, we obtain the local freeness of E as an
OP1 -module. Finally, invoking Grothendieck’s theorem a second time grants the total
splitting of E and, without loss of generality, one can order all of the degrees ak .
Remark 3. If one assumes the hypotheses of the above theorem and its corollary, the
proposition would follow again from Grauert’s theorem either by direct computation
as in the proof of Lemma 1 or from verifying that the Euler{Poincare characteristic of
the bundle restricted to the ber is constant.
We would also like to recall that cohomology and base change also characterizes
the bers of the direct image as
E⊗OP1 k(q) = H 0(−1(q);Ej−1(q));
2 This result apparently has a long history; it can be tracked back to Birkho as a theorem on holomorphic
matrices and even further back to Dedekind, cf. [20].
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for all q 2 P1k . This follows solely from the vanishing of the rst direct image (cf.
[18, Corollary 3, p. 53]).
4. Applications to cohomology
The problem of computation of cohomology of line bundles on rational surfaces
led me to the study of direct images. Such cohomology gives the dimension of linear
systems of curves on the projective plane (by direct image via the blowing-up mor-
phism), which in the incomplete case is still unknown, even when the points are general
enough. Taking direct images reduces this computation to a computation of degrees of
line bundles on the projective line, owing to Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. The second part of the theorem was already established (in
greater generality) in Proposition 1.
The zeroth cohomological statement is a well-known consequence of the denition
of direct image.
As for the rst cohomology groups, the isomorphism follows from the vanishing of
the rst direct image and from the short exact sequence
0!H 1(P1k ; E)!H 1(Xr;E)!H 0(P1k ; R1E)! 0;
which is a consequence of the Grothendieck{Leray spectral sequence degeneration
at E2.
The statement for the second cohomology group follows from the vanishing of such
cohomology on Xr (and, of course, the vanishing due to dimension on P1k ). This is
a consequence on the numerical assumptions for line bundles (cf., e.g., [10] or [2,
Lemma 1.1.4]) and of tting in an exact sequence with such side terms for higher
rank vector bundles.
One natural question we can ask is whether there are bounds for the degrees of such
direct images. These would yield bounds of the cohomology of the corresponding line
bundles on the surfaces Xr .
The second result announced in the introduction gives a rst answer.
Proof of Theorem 2. The idea of the proof is to factor the bration  through a
blowing-up of a projectivized bundle and use known results on direct images of bundles
on the intermediate surface.
Notice we can think of Xr as gotten by rst blowing up the \rst point" pi0 and
then the remaining ones.  factors correspondingly:
Xr
−! Blpi0 (P2k )
−! P1k :
Furthermore, Blpi0 (P
2
k ) = P(OP1 OP1 (−1)) (the rst Hirzebruch surface). It is well
known (cf., e.g., [7, III.2.1.15]) that for projectivized bundles  :P(E)!B we have
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the formula (letting O be the structure sheaf of P(E))
O(n) = Sn(E):
In the present case we can take = , E=OP1OP1 (−1) and B=P1k . Furthermore, we
have O(1)=O(Ei0 ) | because Ei0 is the section of the bration  | and 
OP1 (1)=
O(H − Ei0 ). Therefore, using the projection formula we get
O(dH − mi0Ei0 ) = Sd−mi0 (OP1  OP1 (−1))⊗ OP1 (d)
=
d−mi0+1M
k=1
OP1 (k + mi0 − 1):
It is clear that through the factorization Ld;m becomes a subsheaf of
d−mi0+1M
k=1
OP1 (k + mi0 − 1)
(left exactness of direct images). Moreover,
Ld−mi0+1
k=1 OP1 (k+mi0−1) has the same rank
as Ld;m. We conclude, therefore, that the degrees have to be bounded as supposed.
The bounding of degrees can be proven by considering the injections of the component
line bundles in a way similar to [22] { which deals only with vector bundle maps rather
than sheaf morphisms (the cokernels can have torsion).
Remark 4. Since the bration map  depends on the choice of the point pi0 , one can
get dierent kinds of bounds, which are reected in the dierent multiplicities mi0 .
In particular, the higher the mi0 , the weaker the bounds, On the other hand, choosing
a higher multiplicity yields a lower rank for the direct image. What happens at the
other extreme is also obvious: having, e.g., mi0 = 1 yields optimal bounds, but makes
the rank of Ld;m maximal. Hence, to the eect of studying cohomology, the choice
of the bration does not seem to play any role in this generality.
5. Explicit computations of direct images
The geometry of the Xr with small r is well known and classical. Indeed, for r 8
and if Xr is general 3 , K−1X r is ample and Xr is a Del Pezzo surface by denition.
For r=9, the anticanonical class has self-intersection zero and we may have a rational
elliptic bration for certain congurations of points. At any rate, one is still able to
control eectivity and regularity of line bundles (cf. [19, 10]), hence the structure
of direct images. For r 10 we are really dealing with the general type of rational
surfaces and little is known.
3 When r 6 for this to be true we need to assume the stronger generality assumption that no six points lie
on a conic and no eight points lie on a cubic having a node at one of them.
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From the point of view of Mori theory [17], what distinguishes these two situations is
the positivity of the anticanonical bundle. For r 8, since K−1X r is ample (with the full
generality assumption on Xr), the Mori cone NE(Xr)=
P
R 0[E] is a nite polyhedral
cone generated by the (nitely many) classes of (−1)-curves [E] (the only extremal
curves). Despite the non-ample nature of K−1X r for r=9, this case still partakes one
important feature with the previous ones { one can pick an integral divisor in the
anticanonical linear system which gives the structure of Harbourne surface (in the
terminology of [1, 2]) to Xr , and one can decide which divisors are eective and
regular on such surfaces (cf. [10]). On the other hand, the anticanonical bundle of
the blowups of more than nine points is not nef, neither one can assume anything
on anticanonical divisors if the points pi are to be kept general (cf. though [12] for
eective K−1X r ). On such surfaces the Mori cone is not nite polyhedral.
To shed light on the general case as well as to obtain further results I found it useful
to compute direct images of line bundles on X2 (obviously, regardless of generality
assumptions).
In this case, the Mori cone is closed and equal to
NE(X2)=R0[H − E1 − E2] + R0[E1] + R0[E2]:
Hence, a line bundle Ld;m will have non-trivial global sections (we will call such
line bundles eective by abuse of terminology) i
c1(Ld;m) e(H − E1 − E2) + m1E1 + m2E2; (1)
where we denote with \ " numerical equivalence and e; mi are non-negative integers
(we can take integer coecient because the Picard group is torsion free). Furthermore,
Ld;m will be nef if it belongs to the dual cone (Kleiman criterion), i.e. i
dm1 + m2; m1 0; m2 0: (2)
We are able to determine the direct images of all line bundles having trivial higher
direct image through .
Proposition 2. For the line bundle Ld;m=OX2 (dH −m1E1 −m2E2) with dm1 +m2
and the multiplicities mi non-negative one has (with Ei0 determining the bration and
Ei1 corresponding to the other point blown up):
Ld;m=
d−mi1M
k=mi0
OP1 (k) OP1 (d− mi1 )mi1 :
Proof. The idea of the proof 4 consists in studying the dimension of the 0th cohomo-
logy of the twisted vector bundle Ld;m (a) = (Ld;m (aF)) (for a2Z) and, more
specically, the rst dierence function
(a)= h0(P1k ; Ld;m (a))− h0(P1k ; Ld;m (a− 1)):
4 I am indebted to an anonymous referee for suggesting I consider the arithmetic function h0(Xr; Ld;m (a)).
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In agreement with the notation of Proposition 1, set Ld;m =
LR
k=1 OP1 (ak) with
ak−1 ak for all k. Also, recall R=d−mi0 + 1. Owing to the projection formula and
recalling F H − Ei0 , one obtains
h0(P1k ; Ld;m (a))= h0(X2;OX2 ((d+ a)H − (mi0 + a)Ei0 − mi1Ei1 ):
Hence, if a − mi0 ,
h0(P1k ; Ld;m (a))= h0(X2;OX2 ((d+ a)H − mi1Ei1 )):
This immediately implies h0(P1k ; Ld;m (a))= 0 for a<mi1 − d, so that for such a’s
ak + a<0, viz. ak d − mi1 for all k. Furthermore, h0(P1k ; Ld;m (mi1 − d))= h0(X2;
OX2 (mi1 (H − Ei1 )))=mi1 + 1. This translates into:
Ld;m (mi1 − d)=
R−mi1−1M
k=1
OP1 (ak + mi1 − d) Omi1+1P1 ;
where the rst R − mi1 − 1 components do not give rise to any cohomology, viz.,
ak<d − mi1 if k<R − mi1 and ak =d − mi1 if k R − mi1 . If d=m1 + m2 these are
all the degrees, otherwise one can keep twisting by increasingly larger multiples of
OP1 (1). For mi1 − d<a − mi0 , observe that
(a)=d+ a+ 1=R+ mi0 + a
and realize in Ld;m (a) there can be only one non-negative degree that was not al-
ready so in Ld;m (a − 1). In formulas, we conclude a1−mi0−a= − a for
mi1 − d<a − mi0 , which nally yields all 5 of the degrees ak .
Remark 5. I would like to point out the formula of the proposition in the case of
mi1 = 0 had already been obtained in the proof of Theorem 2. While the proposition
covers all the line bundles for which direct image preserves cohomology, one can also
investigate the other cases (cf. Proposition 1).
Here I do not see a general method though. When d−mi0  −1 clearly Ld;m=0.
If mi0 d<m1 +m2, we would not have an easy formula for the dimension of the co-
homology as the line bundle is not regular. As a rule of thumb, more positive mi do not
contribute cohomology, hence non-negative ak except when giving rise to multiples of
the exceptional curve EH−E1−E2. For example, OX2 (e(H−E1−E2))=OP1 for any
non-negative integer e. When m1 = − 1=m2, one easily sees Ld;m= OX2 (dH)
OP1 (−1)2. More generally, negative mi will not yield extra cohomology but only
increase the rank.
5 Notice that, when a −mi0 , (a) becomes constant and equal to R. This can be proved by tensoring with
Ld;m the structure sequence of the exceptional curve E0 of class [H − E1 − E2]. It is easy to see (e.g. by
induction on the intersection with E0) that h1(X2;Ld;m)= 0 i c1(Ld;m):Ei  − 1, with 0 i 2 (cf. the
description of the Mori cone above). This in turn implies h0(P1k ; Ld;m (a))= (Ld;m (aF))= (Ld;m)+aR
for a − mi0 .
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The proposition yields at once upper bounds on the degree of direct images that are
in general stronger than those of Theorem 2.
Corollary 2. For the direct image Ld;m=
LR
k=1 OP1 (ak) of a line bundle Ld;m on
a linearly general Xr such that dmi0 + mi1 for some xed and i0 one has
ak 

k + mi0 − 1 if k R− mi1 ;
d− mi1 if k>R− mi1 ;
where one can choose mi1 = maxfmi: 1 i r; i 6= i0g.
Proof. First, notice the above proposition still computes direct images of bundles
OX r (dH − mi0Ei0 − mi1Ei1 ). Indeed one can identify such a line bundle with the pull
back of the corresponding bundle on X2 and the cohomology is preserved thanks to
the degeneration of the Grothendieck{Leray spectral sequence of the blowup Xr!X2
(cf. [10]). The result then follows from left-exactness of the direct image:
Ld;m OX r (dH − mi0Ei0 − mi1Ei1 ):
As a special case, one can also get uniform bounds for the ak .
Corollary 3. Consider a line bundle Ld;m on a linearly general Xr such that dmi0 +
mi1 (cf. Proposition 1) for some xed and distinct i0 and i1. Then; if Ld;m=L
k OP1 (ak); one has upper bounds for the degrees:
ak mi0 :
Proof. Consider an auxiliary line bundle OX r (eH−mi0Ei0−mi1Ei1 ), where e=mi0 +mi1 ,
then proceed as in the above corollary.
Remark 6. The salient feature of the above proof of Proposition 2 is an implicit com-
parison of the rst dierence (a) of the Hilbert function H (Ld;m; a)= (Ld;m
(a)) (which is constant and equal to R) with the 0th cohomology rst dierence (a)
considered above. Moreover, the degrees ak will distribute in a sequence without gaps
(i.e. ak − 1 ak−1 ak) if the second dierence function (2)(a)= (a) − (a − 1)
is either 0 or 1. In fact, it is easy to see that such function counts the number of
component bundles giving rise to cohomology in Ld;m (a) which did not yield any
cohomology in Ld;m (a− 1).
Theorem 3 generalizes this viewpoint to an arbitrary Xr and arbitrary sheaves E2E.
Proof of Theorem 3. Owing to the assumptions and the projection formula the coho-
mology of the E(aF) is preserved, hence the rst dierence (a) is equal to
h0(P1k ; E(a))− h0(P1k ; E(a− 1))
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and reects the distribution of the degrees of the direct image. Set E=:
LR
k=1 OP1 (ak)
with ak−1 ak for all k as usual. Note that  is a non-decreasing non-negative function,
initially equal to zero and eventually equal to R.
Let us introduce also a new \variable rank function" N (a) dened as follows:
E(a)=
N (a)M
k=1
OP1 (ak + a)
RM
k=N (a)+1
OP1 (ak + a);
where ak<− a if k N (a) and ak  − a if k>N (a). Obviously, the cohomology of
E(a) is exactly given by the second part of this decomposition. Note N ’s behavior
mirrors that of : it is non-increasing, initially equal to R and eventually zero. Clearly
N (a)=R for a<− aR and N (a)= 0 for a − a1. It is easy to realise that (a)=R−
N (a) so that
(2)(a)=N (a− 1)− N (a)
for all integers a. The conclusion then follows as one gets the actual ak (each
degree ak being repeated (2)(−ak) times) by untwisting each time (2)(a) 6=0, that
is f−a1;−a2; : : : ;−aRg=Supp((2)).
Remark 7. The above theorem reduces the computation of direct images to the know-
ledge of the second dierence function (2). This is attainable for line bundles on any
general Xr with r 8. In fact, the generality assumption grants Xr is Del Pezzo and
the cohomology of line bundles on such surfaces is known (cf., e.g., the considera-
tions opening this section and [3]). This is all one needs to determine h0(Ld;m(a)),
hence (2)(a). In the same vein, the above proposition also covers line bundles Ld;m
on a general X9 (or any linearly general or linearly general Harbourne surface with
r 10, cf.[10, 1]), provided i0 3, −KXr :c1(Ld;m) 0 and h0(Xr;Ld;m(aF))= 0 for
a< 12KXr :c1(Ld;m).
While the problem of explicitly computing direct images for line bundles of arbitrary
multiplicities mi is still beyond the reach of my methods, we obtain a complete answer
in the case of multiplicity one and not too small H -degree on a general Xr . The
regularity of such bundles grants extension of the cohomological dimension count that
works in the case of two points blown up.
Theorem 4. On a general Xr consider L=OX r (dH−E1−  −Er) such that
(d+2
2

>r
and dene ad; r := −min[a2Z:
(d+a+2
2
 r] and Rd; r := (d−ad; r+22 − r + 1. Then
L=
ad; r−2M
k=1
OP1 (k)OP1 (ad; r − 1)d+2−ad; r−Rd; r OP1 (ad; r)Rd; r :
Proof. The projection formula gives
h0(P1k ; L(a))= h0(Xr;OX r ((d+ a)H −
X
i 6=i0
Ei − (1 + a)Ei0 ));
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and the left term is equal to h0(Xr;OX r ((d + a)H −
P
i 6=i0 Ei)) as long as a − 1.
The bundles OX r ((d + a)H −
P
i 6=i0 Ei)) are regular
6 for −ad; r  a and do not have
global sections for a< − ad; r . Furthermore, (2)(−ad; r)= h0(Xr;OX r ((d − ad; r)H −P
i 6=i0 Ei))=Rd; r , hence we have ad= ad−1 =    = ad−Rd; r+1 = ad; r .
Twisting by larger a’s we see that (with the same notation of Theorem 3) (a)=
d+a+1; so that (2)(−ad; r+1)=d+2−ad; r−Rd; r and (2)(a)= 1 for −ad; r+2 a−
1. Correspondingly, ak = ad; r − 1 for ad; r − 2<k d − Rd; r and ak = k for 1 k 
ad; r − 2.
6. Conjectural footnotes
I venture some speculations on the nature of general direct images based on the
above and further considerations.
First notice that in the general case direct images will range between the two extreme
cases OX r (dH−
P
Ei) and OXr (dH−m1E1−  −mrEr) where the multiplicities are
maximal to grant the vanishing of the rst direct image. Correspondingly, the degrees
ak vary from being k or k − 1 to being small and close to each other, if not the
same.
In the case of few points blown up or small multiplicities, one can remark that,
loosely speaking positive enough line bundles have positive direct image. I think that,
owing to the simple nature of the bration , this features holds true in general.
Therefore, I would like to propose the following conjecture, in which the positivity
condition for line bundles can probably be weakened.
Conjecture 1. If Ld;m is very ample then so is Ld;m (i.e.; for the degrees of the
components we have ak  1).
For the case of high multiplicities mi, although we are not able to prove a result
analogous to the case of two points blown up, we have evidence of the fact that the
degrees of the direct image tend to be the same.
Consider, for example, a line bundle Ld;m with (Ld;m)= 0. Suppose h0(Xr;Ld;m)=
h1(Xr;Ld;m) 6=0. Then the smallest degree in the direct image, that is a1, has to be
strictly smaller than −1. Set a := − a1 and L0 :=Ld;m (aF). Thanks to Theorem 1
6 It is classically known that the linear systems of type jdH −
P
Eij are regular when r (d+1)(d+2)=2,
viz. r general points impose independent conditions on the planar curves of degree d. For a proof one can
consider the cohomology long exact sequence of the short exact sequence
0!OX r
 
dH −
rX
i=1
Ei
!
!OX r
 
dH −
r−1X
i=1
Ei
!
!OEr ! 0
and argue by induction on r.
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we see immediately h1(Xr;L0)= 0 and we have the exact sequence
0!H 0(Xr;Ld;m)!H 0(Xr;L0)!H 0(aF;L0jaF)!H 1(Xr;Ld;m)! 0: (3)
As the side terms have the same dimension, we obtain H 0(Xr;L0) = H 0(aF;L0jaF)
and the dimension of this latter cohomology group can be computed by induction on
a: it turns out to be h0(aF;L0jaF)= a(d − mi0 + 1)= a rkL0. This restriction is
satised as soon as the degrees ak are the same.
In fact, I see an analogy between these vector bundles and the Grauert{Mulich{
Spindler theorems[5, 16, 23]. Such theorems establish a relationship between the
maximal gap of the generic splitting type of a vector bundle over projective spaces 7
and its semi-stability. It is easy to see that on P1k the only semistable vector
bundles are those which can be expressed as direct sums of the same line
bundle.
It is classically conjectured that most of the line bundles Ld;m should have only one
non-vanishing cohomology group. This easily translates into corresponding characteri-
zations of direct images:
Conjecture 2. Assume for Ld;m one has dm1m2    mr  1 and dm1 +
m2 + m3; then
 if (Ld;m)>0; all the degrees of the direct image are bounded as ak  − 1 for all
k and at least one ak is non-negative;
 if (Ld;m)= 0; all ak = − 1;
 if (Ld;m)<0; all the degrees are bounded as ak  − 1 and for at least one ak the
inequality is strict.
This is the precise translation of a conjecture of Harbourne [11] and Hirschowitz’s
[15] on the naturality of cohomology of the Ld;m. It can be shown [2] one can re-
duce the case of non-negative Euler{Poincare characteristic to the intermediate case
(Ld;m)= 0 which conjecturally gives a semistable direct image. Recall that Theorem
3 reduces the computation of direct images to the datum of the second dierence func-
tion (2). In term of its suggestive notation, the conjecture can be also equivalently
expressed as:
Conjecture 3. Assume for Ld;m one has dm1m2    mr  1 and dm1 +
m2 + m3: Then either max Supp((2)) − 1 or min Supp((2)) − 1.
This formulation in terms of dierence functions is analogous to a well known
approach to the study of Hilbert function of projective varieties and resolution of their
7 The generic splitting type of a vector bundle E of rank R over Pnk is the integral vector (a1; : : : ; aR)
determined by the restriction to the generic line L: EjL =
LR
k=1
OP1 (ak). Without loss of generality one
assumes the degrees are increasingly ordered. The main result we are alluding to is that, if E is semistable,
then ak+1 − ak  1 for all k.
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ideals or homogeneous coordinate rings. In particular, I strongly suspect there is a
link between these direct images and the notion character of a set of points in P2k
developed by Gruson and Peskine as a tool to study space curves [8]. In [4] Ellia
and Peskine carry over this notion to the projective line. They study the resolution of
the direct image of the structure sheaf of punctual (non-necessarily reduced) planar
schemes. Direct images are taken via exactly the same projection map as this article’s
^i0 restricted to P2k punctured at pi0 . I conjecture the free pieces of their resolution
are suitable negative twists of these direct images. More generally, I invite the reader
to consider the possibility of a novel approach to the study of resolutions of fat points
ideals or homogeneous coordinate rings. This approach consists in characterizing the
resolution on P2k via the resolution of the direct image (of the structure sheaf of fat
points) as an OP1 -module.
In closing, I would like to stress in most cases I did not use the full generality of Xr
but only the linear version of it (more precisely, the fact that no couple pi; pj with
i 6= j and i; j 6= i0 is collinear with pi0 ). The natural way to exploit such property is to
deform the direct images as vector bundles. Consider the universal family of ordered
blowups of P2k , say Xr!B, which is endowed with the rational bration structure 8
I considered:
 :Xr!P1B=P1k Spec k B:
Then it is clear these direct images are parametrized by B as well, and one could
deform and specialize them to obtain characterizations of the degrees using upper
semicontinuity results. One of the main tools I envisage is the generalized Harder{
Narasimhan ltration and the Harder{Narasimhan polygon [21]. We point out that for
my direct images the Harder{Narasimhan ltration is equivalent to the string of degrees
(a1; : : : ; aR).
As an example of how the degrees may change under such deformations
let us consider the direct image K−1X r =
L
OP1 (ak). Regardless of the congura-
tion of points pi its rank is equal to 3 and its degree is
P
ak =7 − r (this easily
follows from the Riemann{Roch theorem). For a generic Xr we have h0(Xr;K−1X r )
= 0, hence all the degrees ak are strictly negative. As soon as we specialize
to an anticanonical surface, at least one ak must be non-negative. If we special-
ize further to a Harbourne surface (one for which the anticanonical divisor is an
irreducible H -cubic curve), then a3 = 0 and a1; a2 − 1 with at least one strict in-
equality.
The gist of the symmetry of generic rational surfaces is captured by the Weyl group
dened by an exceptional conguration of (−1)-curves. Such group acts transitively
8 Here is how one can globalize the construction of the bration: Consider the trivial P2k -bundle P
2
B endowed
with r sections Pi :B!P2B. The Pi lift to nowhere vanishing global sections of O3B . Then one can take
the quotient morphism O3
B
!O3
B
=Pi0OB. Note O
3
B
=Pi0OB is trivial because of the existence of at least
two more nowhere vanishing sections so that its projectivization is P1B. Therefore, the projectivization of this
quotient morphism gives canonically the global projection from Pi0 . Blowing up Pi0 we obtain a morphism,
and by blowing up all of the other sections we nally obtain the global bration map.
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on the parameter space B as, roughly speaking, it gives the dierent blowup struc-
tures on Xr . I stand in the possibility of investigating such action on these direct
images.
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